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Abstract
Object detection plays an important role in successfulness of a wide range of
applications that involve images as input data. In this paper we have presented a
new approach for background modeling by nonconsecutive frames differencing.
Direction and velocity of moving objects have been extracted in order to get an
appropriate sequence of frames to perform frame subtraction. Stationary parts of
background are extracted from differenced frames and joined as patches to
complete the background model. There is also a special stage to handle changing
regions of dynamic scenes. During the detection phase, the modeled background is
updated for every new frame. Since it's not necessary to estimate each pixel gray
value like the most common statistical methods, modeling process is not timeconsuming. Different experiments show successful results even for challenging
phenomena like environmental changes.
Keywords: Object tracking, Background modeling, Frame subtraction.

1. Introduction
Background subtraction is one of the major methods for detection of moving objects.
This method is based on comparison of observed frame with background model which
allows the detection of unmatched pixels between two frames. Then, foreground objects
can be extracted by thresholding the difference image. There are cases that the initial
background is not available explicitly and it should be modeled. This model is usually
updated to overcome variations of the scene due to environmental changes such as
moving regions, changes in illumination and camera noise .
Most common methods in background modeling are based on estimation the gray
level of each pixel separately. Using adaptive filters like Kalman and Wiener to predict
intensity of pixels [1, 2], Parametric mixtured Gaussian models for each pixel [3, 9] are
two significant methods. A similar Bayesian approach in this field has been explained in
[6]. Another approach is nonparametric modeling of background [4, 8]. Hidden Markov
models are also used for background modeling [5, 10]. In some recent works, on-line
Adaboost (on-line version of boosting) have been used [7]. Since in our work we join
different patches of images and we do not need to estimate every pixel statistically , the
method isn’t time consuming. These patches are extracted from several appropriate
frames. These frames are selected among input stream based on a special arrangement.
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First the original sequence is divided in to subsets. Direction and velocity of moving
object(s) are calculated in each subset which is used to form main sets . In the resulting
sets, subtraction of non-consecutive frames with a special order is performed. This will
lead to discover uncovered parts of background in both initial frames. These patches are
extracted and joined with each other in the background model. There is a special
solution to find dynamic patches like moving leaves in a windy scene that can never be
found as static parts in the differenced frames. The modeled background is updated
during detection phase for every new frame .
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 the framework including finding the
direction and velocity of moving objects, using movement information in frame
subtraction and finding dynamic patches will be explained. The detection and updating
phase are described in section 3. Experimental results will be demonstrated in section 4 .
2. Background Modeling
When two frames of a scene are differenced from each other, similar parts of
background in both frames will be black in the resulting frame. In a particular view of a
scene captured from one camera, this feature can be used to find uncovered static parts
of the scene corresponding to black regions in the differenced frame. If it is possible to
extract all parts of background in this way, the whole background can be modeled by
joining these parts.
An error occurs when the color of foreground and background is approximately the
same in some regions.
An example is shown in Fig.1(a). It can be seen especially in the legs of the person.
This will cause that some of these parts become black in the differenced image while
they are covered by foreground in one of initial frames as shown in Fig.1(b). To
overcome this problem, first we have removed small scattered points of the differenced
frame and then expand all remaining areas with a special rate of dilation. This is
illustrated in Fig.1(c). The rate value is defined automatically as a coefficient of the
threshold value of each differenced frame. Another problem arises when there is an
overlap in the position of foreground objects in two frames. As shown in Fig.2, this
overlapping area will be black in the differenced frame, while the corresponding regions
in both initial frames are occluded by foreground objects. Although these error regions
are covered by extension partly, in order to minimize the probability of remaining any
error regions, a quite number of appropriate frames are chosen with out any overlap
between the two positions of foreground objects. Consider to have such a sequence of
frames as follows:
F = { f1 , f1 ,... fN }

(1)

Where N is the length of the sequence. An example is shown in Fig.3(a) for a few
numbers of frames in a scene. If the K th frame be subtracted from (N/2+ K)th one, a
sequence of differenced frames is achieved as follows:
I = {I d 1 , I d 2 ,...I dN / 2 }

(2)
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Fig.3(b) illustrates these differenced frames. There isn’t any overlapping error in
them. To be able to extract the whole background patches, we need to have quite
number of frames with similar feature. In fact, the desired condition does not exist in
any sequence of input stream especially when several objects are moving in different
directions that raises the probability of overlapping.
2.1. Getting Appropriate Sequence of Frames
As discussed before, the major requirement in our algorithm is a sequence including
enough number of frames so that major moving objects cover their width and leave their
initial place through a particular direction. This needs some information about their
velocity and direction.
2.1.1 Finding the direction and velocity of Moving Objects
In order to discover the direction of moving objects, variations in row or column
numbers of their position in image matrix have been considered. In horizontal
movement the column number changes and in vertical movement the row number
changes. Providing the difference of consecutive frames and thresholding them, the
moving object location would be detected through a sequence of frames. Then scattered
unwanted points are removed using appropriate filters and a set of differenced frames is
obtained as follows:
Fd = { fd 1 , fd 2 ,... fd ( N −1)

(3)

Where F d is the set of consecutive differenced frames. Using connected component
labeling, the most prominent changing region in each frame is discovered which deals
with the most effective moving object of the scene. The mean values of rows and
columns of these regions are calculated in the following sets:
Row = {RM , RM ,...R
}
1
2
M (N −1)
Column = {C
,C
,...C
}
M1 M 2
M (N −1)

(4)
(5)

The features of Gradient function have been used to detect the direction of moving
objects. Any ascending set of numbers have positive gradient values and descending
one, have negative gradient values.
∂Row
∇Row =
= {GrM ,GrM ,...Gr
}
(6)
M (N −1)
∂r
1
2
∂Column
∇Column =
= {Gc M ,Gc M ,...Gc
}
(7)
M (N −1)
∂c
1
2
Where f is the frame variable which shows the number of rows or columns passed
per frame. At this stage positive and negative values in above sets are arranged into four
different sets separately to find the direction of moving object:


∇Row
= Gr
Gr
>0 
(8)
( p ) 
Mi
Mi
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=  Gr
Gr
<0 
Mi
Mi




∇Column
= Gc
Gc
>0 
( p ) 
Mi
Mi



∇Column
= Gc
Gc
<0 
(n ) 
Mi
Mi

∇Row

(9)

(n )

(10)

(11)

Combining these results with corresponding direction of ascending or descending
sets of rows or columns, the direction would be determined. For example if the
maximum number belongs to ∇Row(n) it means that the moving object moves vertically
from down to up side as the row numbers have been decreased. Diagonal movements
can be classified in to one of these sets based on the angle value of the path.

a

(b)
(c)
Figure 1. (a) Frames with similarity between colors of background and foreground in some regions, (b)
The differenced frame (c) expanded detected regions.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2. (a, b) Frames with overlap in the position of foreground objects (c) Differenced frame.

(a)

(b)
(C)
(d)
Figure 3. (a) Frames in which the car moves along the initial place completely (b) The difference of the
first and the 4th frame (c) The difference of the second and the 5th frame (d) The difference of the third and
the 6th frame.

The algorithm should work in any real condition without any information about the
number of moving objects or their size, direction and velocity. But in order to minimize
the probability of presence of several moving components, it is necessary to limit the
number of frames that should be analyzed for the direction. On the other hand, as
mentioned before, it is important that the object moves along its initial place in a
particular direction through these frames. Size and velocity of moving objects play a
significant role in this case. Obviously more frames are required for slow moving
objects as well as bigger ones and for faster or smaller ones fewer numbers of frames is
needed. We have limited the number of frames to a certain value. It is obtained due to
this fact that our experiments are done in real world and as an example the biggest and
slowest object can be considered a truck in about 4 meter width and at the very slow
speed of 3Km/Sec .According to these considerations, it takes 5 seconds that such a slow
big object moves along its covered area. As a result, assuming to have 5 frames per
Second, we have directed each 25 frame separately.
Surely, these frames are also sufficient for objects at higher speed or smaller size to
move along their covered area.
In order to calculate the velocity of a moving object in a particular direction, absolute
values of corresponding gradients of row or column changes are used. This is done for
the set that shows the direction of moving object among the four sets in Eq. (8)–(11).
While the absolute value of each member in this set shows the instantaneous velocity of
moving object per frame, the average of these velocities shows the mean velocity. For
example if the set ∇Group shows the direction, we have:
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V = { Gr , Gr ,...., Grx }
(12)
1
2
1 k
1 k
(13)
Vm =
∑ Vi =
∑ Gr
K i =1
k i =1 i
Where V is the velocity set, Vm is the average velocity and K is the length of this set.

2.1.2 Forming the main set and nonconsecutive frames differencing
As mentioned before, certain number of subsets with 25 frames is directed and the
mean velocity is calculated for each one. An analysis is performed to determine the
number of these subsets which will be explained in the following paragraph. Then the
average of these mean velocities will be calculated to estimate the velocity of moving
object(s) in the whole subsets. This is an appropriate criterion to determine the length of
main sets which are used in final step of this background modeling algorithm. As
described in section 2, subtraction of nonconsecutive frames in the main sets, will lead
to extraction of different background patches. Assuming to have frames with 320 pixel
width and 240 pixel height, if the estimated average velocity is V0col/sec, at least 320/V0
frames are needed so that moving objects moves along the view of the camera, as well
as 240/V0 frames for V0row/sec average velocity. To ensure that all background regions
are extracted via this set, tree main sets are prepared. Then the direction of moving
objects in each one is calculated again and unidirectional ones will be merged together.
This will help us in situations that some parts of background are occluded with
temporary standing objects. Considering maximum required length for slowest objects
(Lmax), the number of initial subsets with 25 frames can be estimated as follows:
3 × Lmax = n × 25

(14)

At this stage, subtraction of nonconsecutive frames can be accomplished in main
sets. This will result in a complete model of background as described in section 2 expect
in some special situations that there are regions with dynamic nature such as moving
leaves in windy situation. Since these regions are continuously changing, they will
never appear as black stationary parts in the differenced frames. They remain as black
points in the final background model.
2.1.3 Repairing Dynamic Regions
In order to repair constantly changing regions of background, these regions should be
replaced with the corresponding gray values in the last main set to handle the most
recent changes. Therefore nonconsecutive subtraction is performed in the last main set
and extension process is done with a smaller rate of dilation in order to prevent these
points appearing as white foreground regions. These frames include the most recent
samples of the remaining pixels which are appropriate to repair them.
3. Detection and Updateing
The resulting background model is used to detect moving objects by subtraction of
new frames from the model. For each new frame the model is updated in regions that
have been repaired in the last stage of modeling process.
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4. Experimental Results
The experiments have been done on images with highly textured scenes and
environmental changes in which different size objects move with various speeds. We
achieved a frame rate of 5 frames per second with the size of 240×320 pixel for our
experiments. Fig 4.(a)-(c) shows three steps in background modeling of a scene.
Because of windy condition and day light changes, leaves of trees are changing
continuously. Fig.4.(d) shows the completed background model. Fig.5 illustrates the
results of moving object detection. The average velocity of moving cars is estimated as
17.35 col/sec and totally 50 frames have been used to model the whole background. The
average of falsely detected pixels in our experiments is less than 10 percent.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 4. (a-c) Three steps in background modeling (d) Completed background model
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5. (a, b) Original frames in the top row and detection results in the second row

5. Conclusion
In this paper a novel approach for background modeling is introduced in order to
detect and track moving objects. General works in this field, estimate each pixel value
according to statistical models. In the proposed method, background is modeled by
joining different patches. These patches of images are uncovered parts of background
which are discovered from the difference of special nonconsecutive frames. These
frames are selected according to a special analysis based on velocity and direction of
moving objects in the original sequence. There is also a particular stage to model
dynamic parts of the scene. The modeled background has been used to detect and track
moving objects in highly textured indoor and outdoor scenes successfully. It is capable
to handle dynamic changes of the scene because the model is updated for every new
frame.
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